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About This Game
You continue your journey in worlds of Abandoned. Welcome to the Forest, the sacral place in the Ordered.
Solve puzzles, find items and find a way to use them. Try to reach your brother and have fun.
If you haven't played Through Abandoned orginal yet:
Bundle with both parts: http://store.steampowered.com/bundle/1219/
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Title: Through Abandoned: The Forest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Igor Krutov
Publisher:
Kiss Publishing Ltd
Franchise:
Through Abandoned
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Windows 7 or latest
Processor: 2.33 Ghz or faster x86-compatible processor, or Intel Atom 1.6 Ghz or faster processor for netbook classes devices
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: Will work on integrated videocard
Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Portuguese,Russian,Sim
plified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian,Vietnamese
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controls are horrid and all labelled with numbers instead of key or controller button icons. menus within menus are a total mess.
can't hide armour. bad.
extremely bad. music's bad too.. it's prety fun difulcult to figuyerout but still kind of fun
. I recently bought this dlc, with a half price, maybe it still too expensive, but the content is worth much... It was such a fun
game to play!!. This is a reimagining of the Pelorian Wars RPGMaker game into more of a tactical RPG. It is slightly more
streamlined and straightforward. Would recommend.. I love playing this game and cannot get enough of it. Once I figured it out,
I don't seem to be having much fun. Flying is irrating, and my curiosity doesn't seem to stimulated when exploring these dark
ships.. OK, I play for a couple of hours. Graphically the game looks very nice and supports nVidia 3dVision (woo hoo). I played
only "Normal" and "Master" AI. Normal seemed way too easy. Master did play well.
The game crashed 3 times while playing. This was bothersome, especially when I was ahead.
The "Undo" feature should be on by default. A few times the game would make moves that I didn't want when I was dealing
with a double roll. Perhaps I was clicking incorrectly. When I found and enabled the "Undo" feature, it would crash when I used
it. Again this was when I was dealing with a double throw and I wanted a different move.
Roll button and Double button are too close and I clicked double by mistake on a few occasions.
I didn't try the online feature yet.
I will recommend hoping the devs will fix little minor complaints.
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Great game! Funny too.. I learned about the original ODD board game a couple months ago when I was searching on Amazon
for D&D dice. Fast forward to launch day and I see ODD pop up as a new release on Steam. Definitely worth the $10. I will be
looking forward to future content.. Fantastic mod for a very little known front in the war, the smallest details are perfectly done
for such a small modding team they did an excellent job feels like a paid DLC. Fun game if you want a life sim. Imagine if I
told you that there was a beat em up with no punch, kick, or jump buttons and your only means of attack is to defend against all
the enemies. Sounds pretty terrible, right, a beat em up with no elbaorate combos, special moves, weapons, or anything else you
have to come to expect from the genre. Thats what way of the passive fist is, an old style beat em up with no attack button, and
it is amazing!!
If you watch the trailer for this game it looks like it would have been right at home in an arcade in the mid 90's, nice colorful
graphics, a decent number of enemy types, complete with generic palette swaps. But as the name implies, this game is all about
being passive. Your character has 3 moves, a block, a dodge, and a dash. Your job is to defend against the enemy attacks using
these 3 evasive maneuavers, doing so tires them out and when they are completely out of stamina they bend down to catch their
breath and you gently push them to the ground.
Every enemy has their own attack patterns and learning and reacting to these patterns is the key to success. The game has a very
rythmic feel to it as you time every dodge and parry and you feel like a total badass shrugging off mobs of enemy attacks and
then gently shoving them away as if they are completely worthless. The game is constantly introducing new enemy types and
palette swaps of old enemy types and every different color has a different attack pattern. There are also enemies who throw
objects at you that can be caught and thrown right back at them for an instant ko.
Despite the passive playstyle this game is actually pretty frantic. Like any good beat em up mobs of enemies come on the screen
at the same time and there are many levels with environmental hazards that need to be avoided as well, these can also hurt
enemies and can easily be used to your advantage. So dashing around the screen to get a good position is very important in this
game. Luckily, enemies never attack more than one at a time, so you are never in a cheap or unavoidable position.
Earlier I said there was no punch or kick and that is partly true. You unlock special moves as the game progresses that can be
unleashed after a few successful blocks. block 5 in a row and you can throw one punch that damages big enemies and kills
smaller enemies, 12 in a row gets you a power slam that kills just about any enemy and damages the rest on the screen, 25 in a
row gives you a screen clearing gravity crush attack. Use of these moves makes killing enemies quicker and are vital to
damaging bosses.
The game is broken up into 10 levels, about half end in a boss battle. The bosses are all well done, some require you to build up
energy on their cronies and then use that to smack them, some are just a straight up one to one brawl.
This is one of the most unique and fun games I have ever played. It retails for $15 which put me off initially because I was
worried the game would be a gimmicky mess, but this game completely blew me away. It is tons of fun, leaves you feeling very
zen, and there is honestly no game like it out there. It is absolutely something that every gamer who is into beat em ups or just
want to try something original should check out.. achievement game
no u. Driving a giant tank without any background or motivation through a bunch of war or battle grounds is fun. For all you
know, you could be the villain, tanking (?) through the hordes of nice democratic people tanks. The game doesn' care, or at least
didn't tell me. What it told me, is how to aim and shoot, how to switch between tank cannon and machine gun, how to move and
how to change volume settings. That's it, no further option, nowhere. Still the game looks good and gives me the "Raptor" 1995
vibe. Lovely little game.
EDIT: And I spoke too soon. LITERALLY one level after my initial review the game ended, I destroyed the red vile island and
save the universe. There was story (?). But then again, 20minutes of gameplay isn't really enough, not even for 4$. So still a
lovely game, but longer and more compelling ones are out there ... for less money. Btw I left the game idly open for a few hours
to at least get a few trading cards. Then I forgot about it and now have a few hours of playtime, which are completely wrong. 20
minute game.
Follow my curation at https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness\/
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive Update Released:
Release Notes for 5/7/2014
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[MATCHMAKING]
- Fixed buytime ending as soon as all players join in QMM.
- Increased warmuptime when all players are connected from 30 sec to 60 sec
[UI]
- Fixed the default radar scale and money position settings overlapping with the spectator UI in the most common resolutions.
- Dropdown panels now support more than 20 options.
- Fixed inventory grenades icons drawing black.
- Fixed the bottom position player counter being a bit too low and cut off.
- Fixed hud alert flickering.
- Fixed Deathmatch Bonus Panel overlapping excessively with radar in extreme cases.
- Optimized some hud options code which improves performance.
- Money position relative to radar now considers safezone.
- Fixed HUD background alpha not saving if you set cl_hud_background_alpha to 0.
[SDK]
- Added concommand 'rangefinder' for map makers (provides 2d and 3d distance to target).
- In Demolition games, the last weapon can be any weapon and trigger the end of round logic if enabled.
[MISC]
- Added Effective range and rangefinder functionality to cl_weapon_debug_print_accuracy convar.
- Fixed bad hostage icon positioning in some cases.
- In DeathMatch it now says the right name for all guns.
- In Demolition games, the next weapon panels now work for all guns.
- Optimized backend performance when when accessing CS:GO inventory on Steam Community.. Discord channel:
https://discord.gg/TH4MCCG
Here is my Discord channel where I post news about my upcoming games, updates and patches and make codes giveaways.

. New old game appeared in our collection!:
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The game is made in the best traditions of the old-school horror and survival games. Despite some technical flaws, due to the
limitations of the engine, the game even today looks good. Such a game should definitely be in the collection of every horror
game lover.
We really believe that the game deserves a second chance and may appeal to a large number of players.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/264480/BlackSoul_Extended_Edition/. UI Graphical Update:
Although this might not be the craziest of the updates, it is a few small changes that I am quite proud of with the short amount
of time that it was accomplished.

What's been added?. Working on a better Mission Briefing:
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We've received some wildly divergent feedback for the Mission briefing screen. While some of players thought the dialogues
were slow and boring, others were having a hard time reading everything in time !
In order to please everyone, we made the dialogues advance on keypress, while also remaking the whole page. It looks more
slick, and we also added some useful mission details and controls.
Can you also spot something else in this screen? A new feature, perhaps?
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